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Facility Access Policy Direction
Request: During a disaster REMP will need access to a Reception Center (RC), Incident
Command Post (ICP), and/possibly an Emergency Coordination Center (ECC).
a. Currently we only have a letter of support with the Mulhurst Community Hall but keys to any facility.
b. We need to move past this agreement delay and get these facilities inspected by Alberta Health.

Details: Clarify method for accessing facilities during emergency.
Options:
1. Initially attempted to content Bible Camps and Halls around the lake to get letter of
support.
a. Received 1 letter of support, from Mulhurst Community Hall but no keys for 24/7 access. (attached)
2. Create formalized agreement between REMP (or a corporate entity) and each hall.
a. The assumption should be that Summer Villages will utilize their property for a disaster and REMP will follow
the standard facility rental.
b. Attempted to get facility agreement signed with Sundance Hall since 2015, revisions (attached) were delayed
but this agreement becomes too specific, why not just manage access issues with the CAO and follow existing
standard hall agreements?
c. Lakedell is non-responsive to any discussion for access to REMP via letter or granting access under a special
agreement. Attempted numerous times by DEM and ESS Supervisor.
3.

[Urgent Escalation Option] As per the Emergency Management Act RSA 2000
Chapter E-6.8 Section 19(1).c: On the making of the declaration and for the duration of the
state of emergency, the Minister may do all acts and take all necessary proceedings
including the following: (c) acquire or utilize any real or personal property considered
necessary to prevent, combat or alleviate the effects of an emergency or disaster;
a. There always is the urgent option of simply taking property/halls but this only applies to property within the
summer village jurisdiction.
b. Lakedell hall is not in Summer Village’s jurisdiction and this is a prime location.

4. Recommendation: REMP access facilities by entering into a standard hall rental

agreement after budget approval by the “Summer Villages of Pigeon Lake Joint
Committee”.
a. Joint Committee formed to declare ‘state of local emergency (SOLE)’ with 2 or more representatives (with an
effort of having a representative from the affected Summer Village).
b. If the hall is managed by the Summer Village, access utilizing CAO keys and signing standard agreement.
c. Access to any property outside summer village jurisdiction is handled just like any normal facility rental.
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Tuesday, January 15, 19 Pigeon Lake (REMP)

Begin forwarded message:

From: Richard Miller <rmiller47@hotmail.com>
Subject: REMA - Emergency Services Facility Use Agreement
Date: August 25, 2015 at 3:50:58 PM MDT
To: Harold Wynne <cao@sundancebeach.ca>
Cc: Peter Pellatt <ppellatt@shaw.ca>, "Waterhouse, Brian"
<Brian.Waterhouse@ca.weatherford.com>
Harold: I have reviewed the draft REMA agreement and I have a number of
comments. Unfortunately, my comments are very general because I don’t know the purpose of the
agreement nor the objectives that each party wishes to accomplish. My comments are as follows:
1. The parties to the agreement need to be the Summer Village of Sundance Beach and the legal
entity that constitutes or represents REMA. As you noted, it is likely that Pigeon Lake Regional
Emergency Agency is not a legal entity.
2. The agreement needs to be more detailed and specific as to the precise area of the community
centre to be made available to REMA, the equipment to be made available to REMA, the
circumstances under which REMA can use the designated area and the designated equipment and
the REMA representatives who are authorized to do so. Section 2 (REMA gets keys to all areas of
the Facility) and section 3 (REMA will have the unfettered right to occupy the Facility) are
inappropriate and unacceptable.
3. The 10 year term is very long but I can understand that REMA needs some certainty as to their
ability to use the designated area and the designated equipment during a declared emergency. I
think that the SV should be able to live with the term so long as the termination provisions are
changed (see my comments below).
4. Is it true that REMA pays no rent? Shouldn’t REMA be required to pay some type of nominal rent
together with the cost of the utilities that REMA consumes while using the designated area of the
community centre?
5. The provisions set out in sections 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 are inappropriate and unacceptable. I
suspect that the drafter of the agreement looked at an arm’s length commercial lease agreement
and performed a “cut and paste job” using the provisions which seemed to be beneficial to REMA.
6. The termination provision in section 11 needs to be revised. If the 90 day termination clause is
to remain (which prevents the SV from terminating the agreement prior to December 31 in any
given year), then we need to add a default termination clause which allows the SV to terminate the
agreement for cause on very short notice. Alternatively, the SV needs to have the ability to
terminate the agreement at any time and for any reason on 30 days’ notice.
7. Section 17 should form part of the revised termination for cause provision.
I acknowledge that the comments set out above are not very constructive but I am uncertain as to
what to suggest because I don’t know the terms and conditions which should be applicable to the
arrangement to be made between the SV and REMA. If you want to set up a meeting between the
SV and REMA in order to discuss the agreement, then I would be happy to participate in the
meeting. Thanks. Rich
Rich Miller
rmiller47@hotmail.com
780-908-0573 (cell)

